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SHIPMENTS MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

e-TMS is an application for shipping companies. Like all our other applications, e-TMS 
Maritime has been developed to increase the productivity of our clients in a simple way.

This application for shipping companies has been integrally developed in HTML5 and is based on a full web 

technology.

e-TMS Maritime is compatible with all the mobile interfaces on the market: iPhones, iPads, Android and 

tablets.

The design is reactive and you can parameter it from the AnSoft e-TMS application. e-TMS Maritime enables 

the users to access the e-TMS from the boarding dock and to do administrative tasks (changing driver, number 

plates, delays in loadings) without restrictions.

Advanced Logistic Solutions

Available on IOS and Android

IT IS SUITABLE FOR THREE TYPES OF SHIPS: CONTAINER SHIPS, ROLL-ON ROLL-OFF 
FERRIES (RO-RO) AND CARGO SHIPS.
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With the Maritime e-TMS you can control the docking of the ship, routes, predictions, docks, boarding’s, 
customs clearance, and you can manage up the 17 different tariffs.

With this application you can also manage shipment services for freight and containers, and it also has an 
efficient Track&Trace system for the clients of the shipment company for:

 
  Boarding

   Electronic invoices

  Placement of the container
  
  KPI
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Advanced Logistic Solutions

Configuration of routes, crossings, trips, cargo and lines.

Multi criteria tariffs: boarding, harbour taxes, costs.

Input of boarding elements (B/L): container, truck, tractor trailer… goods and sales.

Control of available commercial routes.

Gantt graphic planning: space, status, cost and available linear meters per ship in real 
time. 

EDI: connection with the harbour administration, terminal ect.

EDI: connection with transport companies, forwarding agents, automated order input and 
tracing (Track&Trace) of their status.

Cube OLAP and BI.

Track & Trace for clients when boarding.

Online invoices, input and follow-up of the boarding status, statistics. 

CHARACTERISTICS


